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In this paper, the potential of a sphere buried in two layered earth is obtained by theoretical calculation as a forward modeling. Both of layers are assumed homogeneous and isotropic and the sphere is located into the first layer. Two current electrodes are positioned in far distance with the anomaly in a symmetric array. The electric flux, produce a uniform electric field into the earth.
The electric field polarize the buried sphere as induced electric charges situate in two sides of sphere and orient opposite the primary uniform field. In practice the electrical charges on two sides of sphere will be equivalent with an electric dipole. The potential of a buried sphere into a half space earth is obtained by solving the Laplace equation with applying boundary conditions and considering an electrical image of sphere in relation to the earth's surface.
Using these calculation and considering large number of electrical images, yield an explicit expression for total potential. Desired potential in various situations with parametric variations of problem is calculated by computer programming as a numerical analysis. At last apparent resistivity of structure is computed in different conditions and compared with each other in plotting modes.
